We demonstrate that a Chern insulator could be realized on a real two-dimensional lattice of an organic Dirac semimetal α-(BEDT-TTF)2I3 by introducing potential and magnetic modulations in a unit cell. It is a topologically-nontrivial insulator which shows the quantum Hall effect even at zero magnetic field. We assumed a pattern of site potential and staggered plaquette magnetic flux on the lattice so as to imitate the observed stripe charge ordering pattern. When the magnetic modulation is sufficiently large, the system becomes a Chern insulator, where Berry curvatures around two gapped Dirac cones have the same sign on each band, and one chiral edge state connects the conduction and valence bands at each crystal edge. The present model is an organic version of Haldane's model, which discussed the Chern insulator on the honeycomb lattice with second nearest neighbor couplings.
form four π-bands. The seven types transfer integrals between HOMOs, a1, a2, a3, b1, b2, b3, and b4, are also indicated in the figure. In the CO insulator phase, a stripe pattern of charge density appears on the lattice [14] . In addition, the same stripe pattern of spin density was also observed just below TCO [15] . As indicated by smeared circles, the charge density and spin density are large at sites A and B, but small at sites A' and C in the stripe pattern.
In our model, we introduce the site potential and staggered flux so as to simulate the observed stripe CO pattern without any additional transfer integrals. As shown in Fig.   1 (b), breaking SIS, we allot potentials ∆ and −∆ to sites A and A', respectively. There are eight triangular plaquettes defined by transfer lines in a unit cell. We allot magnetic fluxes Φ and −Φ to plaquettes △BAA' and △CAA', respectively, which cause difference of magnetic environment between B and C sites. Note that the total flux in a unit cell remains zero. This intracellular flux modulation breaks TRS but conserves lattice symmetry. The plaquette fluxes are represented by adding phase factors ± to transfer integrals b1, b2, b3, and b4. Here, the Peierls phase θ relates to the plaquette flux Φ by
We consider the conventional tight-binding model for α-(BEDT-TTF)2I3 lattice [11, 12] . [
. ( Generally, the off-diagonal conductivity is not necessarily zero in the band insulator where the Fermi level is located in a gap. Under the electric field E, each electron obtains an anomalous velocity ( /ℏ) × ( ) [17] . Since the summation of the anomalous velocity of all occupied states (n, k) contributes to the off-diagonal transport, the off-diagonal conductivity of 2D insulators is written as the following at zero temperature and zero magnetic field.
where NCh is defined as a summation of Berry curvature Bn(k) of all occupied states.
It is proven that NCh, which is called the Chern number, is always takes an integer value including zero [7] . Therefore, the off-diagonal conductivity of 2D insulators (4) is quantized at zero temperature and zero magnetic field [6, 7] .
The calculated Berry curvatures are shown in the lower panels in Fig. 2 . In the case of finite ∆ shown in Fig. 2(a) , the Berry curvature becomes finite and peak-shaped around two valleys, which are formed by gap-opening at the Dirac points. The signs of the two peaks are opposite on each band, leading ΝCh = 0. Under the electric field, electron around two valleys obtain the opposite directions of anomalous velocity. The off-diagonal conduction is absent because of the cancellation of two valleys. Alternatively, the valley current, which is the deference of currents of electrons around two valleys, becomes finite, namely, causes the valley Hall effect [18, 19] . The insulator in Fig. 2(a) is a topologically-trivial ordinary insulator.
In contrast, in the case of finite Φ shown in Fig. 2(c) , the Berry curvature also Next, we investigate the edge state of the finite system. We consider a monolayer nanoribbon of α-(BEDT-TTF)2I3 parallel to the crystalline a-axis (y-axis), which has two types of edges, AA'-edge and BC-edge, as shown in Fig. 3(d) . The energy spectrum of the α-(BEDT-TTF)2I3 nanoribbon was already studied in the Dirac semimetal state [20] and the CO insulating state [21, 22] . We calculate the ky-dispersion of energy spectrum of the nanoribbon with potential and magnetic modulations following the method mentioned in Ref. [20] . The spectra for the same parameters in Fig. 2 are shown in Fig. 3(a) , (b), and (c). Isolated branches appearing in the bulk gap, which are indicated by labels "AA' " and "BC", are the edge states localized around the AA'-edge and BC-edge, respectively. In the ordinary insulator phase, each branch connects to one of two bands. It connects to the conduction band in the case of ∆ > 0 as seen in Fig. 3(a) . In contrast, in the Chern insulator phase, each edge state branch connects the conduction and valence bands, as seen in Fig. 3(c) . Each branch crosses the Fermi level at a single point, and carries electric current in one direction so as to surround the nanoribbon. The existence of this chiral edge state is a characteristic feature of the Chern insulator. In the Chern insulator
with NCh = ± 1, one edge state per one edge is expected from the bulk-edge correspondence [23] . In the Dirac semimetal state at the boundary of the ordinary and 
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Note that the phase diagram is periodic in much wider region of Φ. The diagram shown in Fig. 4 corresponds to the vicinity of the origin in Haldane's phase diagram (Fig. 2 of Ref. [1] ).
Finally, we discuss the possibility that a Chern insulator appears in the real α-(BEDT-TTF)2I3 system with CO. According to the mean field theory by Kobayashi et al., the CO transition in α-(BEDT-TTF)2I3 could be accompanied by breaking of both SIS and TRS, depending on the Coulomb interaction parameters [24] . The breaking of TRS could lift the spin degeneracy of the electronic state resulting in the spin density modulation in a unit cell. In fact, in addition to the stripe charge density modulation [14] , the intracellular spin density modulation with the same pattern was observed in the weak CO state just below TCO by 13 C-NMR measurement [15] . At low temperatures, the spin density modulation disappears due to the formation of spin singlet pairs. So, we focus on 
